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It has been a busy and exciting period for staff and students and our newsletter shares some of the fantastic activity at the Institute. I
had the pleasure of chairing the first in the Queen’s University “Global Challenges Debate Series” on 20 September to hear food safety
experts Professor Chris Elliott, Queen’s University Belfast, and Michelle Grant, Executive Director of the World Food System Centre at
the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, discuss the challenges facing consumers and industry alike.
It was a pleasure to work closely with colleagues in AFBI, Ulster Farmers Union and DAERA to host the George Scott Robertson lecture
in November. George Scott Robertson founded the Faculty of Agriculture at Queen’s in 1924. The lecture was delivered by Lord Curry
of Kirkharle reflecting on 15 years since the “Curry Report” on The Future of Farming and Food in the UK. IGFS also had the pleasure
of participating in the UK-China Regional Leaders Summit, held in Belfast in November. This was an excellent opportunity for IGFS to
promote the breadth and depth of our globally competitive research and education in food.
Many congratulations to Professor Duncan Burns for receiving honorary membership of the Association of Public Analysts and Dr Paul Williams, a recipient of the
Environmental Science & Technology journal’s “Super Reviewer” prize. Looking to 2018 the Institute is delighted to be hosting the Belfast Food Summit in May. The
Summit will bring together researchers, industry and policy makers from across the world to discuss major challenges, and seek solutions, for the global food supply
system. Look forward to meeting you there !!! - Professor Nigel Scollan, Institute Director

IGFS to lead EU-China collaboration to tackle food fraud
world’s largest trading markets.”
Professor Yongning Wu, Chief Scientist
from the China National Center for Food
Safety Risk Assessment, co-ordinator of
the Chinese efforts in the project, stated:
“The EU-China Safe partnership between
our two trading regions is of immense
importance to help deliver safe and
genuine food to all citizens”.
The project lasts for four years and was
formally launched in September at the
Teagasc Ashtown Food Centre in Dublin.

The Institute for Global Food Security at
Queen’s University Belfast will lead one
of the world’s largest food safety projects
across Europe and China. The European
Horizon 2020 programme and Chinese
Ministry of Science and Technology
(MOST) programme have awarded €11
million towards an EU-China partnership to
improve food safety and tackle food fraud.
The EU-China-Safe project will involve

key players in the food industry, research
organisations and Governments across two
of the world’s largest trading areas.

EU-China-Safe: Horizon 2020 Delivering
an Effective, Resilient and Sustainable EUChina Food Safety Partnership

Professor Chris Elliott who co-ordinates
the project said: “We are delighted that
The Institute for Global Food Security at
Queen’s University will lead this important
project, bringing together key stakeholders
in the global food system across two of the
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From potatoes to Alzheimer’s disease: do nematodes have the answer?
Research within the Institute for Global Food Security covers a wide spectrum nicely
summarised as spanning ‘Soil to Society’. A particularly interesting example of this is Mrs
Norah Al Thoubaiti’s PhD project supervised by Dr Brian Green and Dr Johnathan Dalzell.
Norah has been evaluating whether a potato parasite called Globodera pallida could be
used by biomedical scientists as a basic model of Alzheimer’s disease.
Dr Johnathan Dalzell said “Organisms such as G. Pallida pose a great many problems for
farmers, causing damage to potato crops. However, biologically speaking crop parasites
like G. pallida possess a unique feature - unlike many organisms they are able to absorb
peptides (short proteins) fully intact, directly into their brain. This is something that can be
exploited to prevent them from infecting potato plants, but there are other ways that we
can make use of this.”
Dr Brian Green said “In biomedical research simple organisms such as Caenorhabditis
elegans (worms) and Drosophila melanogaster (fruit flies) are routinely used to study
human ageing processes as well as diseases such as Alzheimer’s. In the case of Alzheimer’s
Microscope image showing that this potato
disease a peptide called amyloid beta (suspected to be involved) is genetically introduced
cyst nematode absorbs the amyloid beta
to the organisms. Introducing it genetically means that it is difficult to study the many
peptide involved in Alzheimer’s disease.
different fragments of amyloid beta that exist, but also we can’t control the overall dose
administered. We can’t easily get around this because in most organisms peptides such as amyloid must be broken down before they are
ingested.”
Norah AL Thoubaiti said “My PhD project has been applying various amyloid beta peptides to G. pallida and examining in detail how they
respond. I have shown definitively that they absorb and accumulate amyloid beta in their brain, and this adversely affects their behaviour.
I’ve shown that other nematodes such as C. elegans do not respond in this way. I’ve also found that the G. pallida’s behaviour can be
corrected by the application of clinically used drugs for Alzheimer’s disease. This makes it quite exciting because it opens the possibility
that G. pallida could be used to rapidly test new drug compounds.” Norah’s PhD was funded by the Saudi Arabian Government and she
successfully defended her PhD viva in September 2017.

Excitement mounting for the ASSET2018 Belfast Summit
With less then six months to go, the
momentum for the 2018 Belfast Summit
on Global Food Integrity is building.

ASSET2018 has already secured four
internationally renowned speakers from a
range of sectors that will deliver keynote
talks on the summit themes with further
announcements on confirmed speakers to
follow in early 2018.

Registration is open with early-bird rates
available until 14 March 2018.

Abstract submission is also open for
posters, panel membership and lightning
talks with a submission deadline of 10
January 2018.

Further details on the programme, key
speakers and registration is available
on the ASSET2018 Website & Twitter
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Confirmed Plenary & Keynote Speakers, pictured clockwise; Professor Jorgen Schlundt (Nanyang Technological
University (NTU), Singapore) and Dr Ellen De Brabander (PepsiCo HQ, USA), Dr Amy Kircher (Food Protection
and Defense Institute, USA ) and Professor Corinna Hawkes (Centre for Food Policy at City, UK)

Agri-Food Employers get a taste of talent among future industry leaders
Key employers from the Northern
Ireland agri-food industry attended a
networking event at Riddel Hall last month
to meet Agriculture and Food Science
undergraduates and MSc students.

Companies including ABP, Cranswick
Foods, Dale Farm, Deli-lites, Devenish
Nutrition, Diageo, Dunbia, Finnebrogue,
Kerry, Mash Direct, Moy Park, Thompsons
and Wilson’s Country, among others,
attended the lively event – which featured
a speed-networking session, modelled
around speed-dating.

Research, government, trade and lobby
organisations such as AFBI, DAERA,
NIFDA and the Ulster Farmers Union
were also in attendance, as were over 200
students. The event was organised by the
School of Biological Sciences and IGFS,
in conjunction with the Student Guidance
Centre, to develop student awareness of
career opportunities within the sector, and
for companies to promote work placement
and graduate opportunities.

John Harrison, NI Broiler Manager at Moy
Park said the event had been a big success.
He said: “We saw it as a great opportunity
to speak to young people who will become
future industry leaders in food production
and a unique chance to promote a career
in the food industry in Moy Park.”

Training Manager at Dunbia, Glenn
Patterson, said the level of enthusiasm

among undergraduates was heartening.
He added: “It was beneficial to discuss
placement opportunities, graduate
schemes and the students’ expectations, as
they begin to focus on their careers postcollege. It was interesting to see how much
research the students had undertaken
about the company before attending, our
graduate scheme and what is happening in
the industry at present.”

BSc Food, Quality, Safety and Nutrition
undergraduate, Aine Loughran said
the day had been fun and informative.
She commented: “I thought the speed
networking was a great way to put some
friendly faces to the food companies and
get a better insight as to what specifically
they were looking for on a CV and in
interviews.”

which was assessed as part of MSc
students’ coursework, gave Masters
students the opportunity to pitch their
research ideas to an audience of industry
and academic experts.

There was also a number of presentations
and interactive workshops, including by
Stephane Durand, manager of Agri-Food
Quest, and IGFS Business Development
Manager, Ian Marshall.

If you are interested in recruiting work
placement or graduating students from
Queen’s School of Biological Sciences
(including BSc Food, Quality, Safety and
Nutrition and BSc Agricultural Technology)
please contact Mark Gallagher
m.gallagher@qub.ac.uk . Students are
currently seeking opportunities

A Dragon’s Den-style poster competition,
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First newsletter for IGFS-led PROTECTED project available to view
PROTECTED have recently published their
first newsletter which features an interview
with one of the project’s Early Stage
Researcher’s, Vittoria Mallia.

Vittoria is part of the PROTECTED
Innovative Training Network which will
provide 15 individual research projects
with exposure to scientific, innovative and
entrepreneurial training across the ITN.
Creative, entrepreneurial and innovative
early stage researchers equipped with skills
to assess and understand the real-life risk
of endocrine disruptors (ED) and trained
to convert resulting knowledge and ideas
into accessible tools and services for the
long-term control of potential ED risk are
urgently needed.

PROTECTED aims to develop expertise
and protective capabilities against
Endocrine Disruptors (EDs). EDs and
their mixtures are a modern day health
concern leading to failing ecological
systems, poor agricultural production
and health effects such as obesity, cancer
and infertility. While analytical methods
have advanced enormously, focus has

been mainly on synthetic chemicals, overlooking emerging EDs and real-life multiple
substance exposure. The intersectorial network is comprised of 12 training sites at
academia, research centres, a bioassay technology SME, a QSAR technology SME, water
provider, and animal feed supplier. Together they cover multiple disciplines including
analytical science of food, feed, and environment, epidemiology, risk assessment, social
science and toxicology. This combined expertise enables a highly focused program
for developing novel tools and concepts and training for the detection, analysis and
improved risk assessment of EDs, especially mixture effects.

The newsletter can be viewed by clicking here

Professor Duncan Burns becomes an Honorary Member of the APA
At the recent APA Annual Conference, Professor Duncan Burns was awarded honarary
membership of the Association in recognition of his research on food analysis, and his
long term support for the profession.

Duncan Burns has been Emeritus Professor of Analytical Chemistry in Queen’s since
1999, remaining internationally professionally and academically active with over 100 peer
reviewed publications since formal retirement. He appears regularly as an expert witness
and his on-going interest in the development of forensically robust methods and the
interpretation of analytical data for legal purposes ties in with his involvement in the work
of the Government Chemist programme in LGC.

His long association with the Laboratory of the Government Chemist includes the key
advice to the then incumbent of that post to ensure he had an MChemA on the staff and
he has been a friend to the APA for many years. Latterly his support of the online open
access Journal of the Association of Public Analysts is evidenced by 15 publications in
JAPA since 2007. The topics have ranged over many of the aspects of our work, including
essays on key Public Analysts of the past. A paper with the Laboratory of the Government
Chemist and Kingston University on illegal ingredients in food supplements featured in
quite a few media stories and led to a mention for JAPA in the Guardian.

Thus, in recognition of Professor Burn’s research on food analysis, and his long term
support for our profession, he was awarded his honorary membership.
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IGFS honoured to host UK-China Regional Leaders Summit
Top ranking politicians, business figures and
other strategic decision makers from seven
key regions across China visited Northern
Ireland over a weekend for the UK-China
Regional Leaders Summit.

It was the third such Summit, the first
two having been hosted by the ‘Northern
Powerhouse’ and ‘Midlands Engine City
Cluster’ areas of England, respectively.
The Summits were initiated by UK Prime
Minister David Cameron while he was in
office, and now take place every other year.

This was the first such Summit to feature
provincial leaders from key areas of China
meeting with a devolved UK administration.
It was officially hosted by the Northern
Ireland Bureau in Beijing, with support from
the NI Executive Office, DAERA, Invest NI,
plus other stakeholders.

The NI China Bureau bid successfully
to host the Summit in NI in light of the
Bureau’s work in developing relations
between NI and China over the last three
years, particularly in the provinces of
Liaoning and Hubei.

in a visit to IGFS on Saturday by a selection
of delegates particularly interested in food
security, food integrity and enhanced trade
and research links. The visit to IGFS was the
only Summit workshop that took place offsite and represented a desire on the part of
a number of delegates to see the labs and
associated technology at IGFS.

The Summit looked at four key themes:
agri-food security; health services
technology; innovation/knowledge
economy; and creative screen industries.

IGFS founder Professor Chris Elliott has
already forged strong links with China, and
heads up the EU China-Safe Programme,
one of the largest food-security projects in
the world. Chris is also a Visiting Professor
at China Agricultural University plus the
Chinese Academy of Sciences.

Queen’s was very proud to have a high
profile over the whole event, culminating

As well as the IGFS visit, Queen’s was
represented at the main part of the

Summit at the Belfast Waterfront on
Saturday morning, where Professor Elliott
gave a comprehensive presentation on
areas of mutual interest and concern.
Professor Sir John McCanny also
presented at the Waterfront on Queen’s
international work on cyber-security;
Professor Mark Lawler gave an update
on links with China on cancer research;
and Professor Michael Alcorn addressed
the event on the strength of NI’s creative
industries.

The China Friendship Association joined
some delegates from the Summit for a
separate visit to Queen’s, on the Sunday,
to view the Robert Hart Collection.
Portadown-born Robert Hart was a
Queen’s graduate who became a British
diplomat in China and served as InspectorGeneral of China’s Imperial Maritime
Custom Service, from 1863 to 1911.

Around 100 Chinese visitors who attended
the Summit also attended a number of
other civic and cultural events including a
reception at Belfast City Hall, celebrating
Belfast’s connections with its Chinese
sister city, Shenyang - where China
Queen’s College is situated.

Delegates also enjoyed a welcome dinner
at Parliament Buildings, Stormont; a gala
dinner at the Titanic Hotel; tours of Titanic
Belfast visitor centre, Ulster Folk and
Transport Museum, and the North Coast
including the Giant’s Causeway.
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Lord Donald Curry delivers key note George Scott Robertson
Memorial Lecture 2017
Lord Donald Curry of Kirkharle was
the main speaker at the George
Scott Robertson Memorial Lecture
at Riddel Hall last month. Lord Curry
was welcomed and introduced by IGFS
Director, Professor Nigel Scollan.

The timing could not have been more
apposite – right in the middle of the
Brexit Irish border negotiations, the
results of which will have profound and
unprecedented implications for farming
and agri-food trading in this part of the
world.

The lecture also marked 15 years since
Lord Curry published his report Farming
and Food – A Sustainable Future. It
was commissioned in the wake of the
disastrous Foot and Mouth disease
outbreak and set the direction of travel
for agricultural policy in the UK.

The lecture at Riddel Hall was an
opportunity for Lord Curry, who is still
farming in Northumberland, to assess
how far things have travelled in those 15
years and, crucially, where we need to go
next.

His conclusion was that the original
report remained highly relevant, with
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many of the key recommendations still
pertinent, for example the need for
farmers to increase efficiency, diversify
into new revenue streams and add value
to raw material to boost retail value – or,
ideally, all three.

In summing up, he commented: “Despite
all the uncertainty and confusion that
currently surrounds the Brexit process,
this is the most important moment in
time for a generation. The sheet of
paper is still clean. The script has still to
be written and it should be a collective
effort and holistic, embracing consumer
and health interests. It needs to span

industry, academia and government
departments.”

His analysis was well received by a
capacity audience and there were lots of
questions from the floor.

The George Scott Robertson Memorial
Lecture was hosted by AFBI in
association with IGFS, the Ulster Farmers
Union and DAERA. It was initiated in
1951 to perpetuate the memory of Dr
George Scott Robertson, who played a
prominent part in promoting agricultural
progress in Northern Ireland from 19211948.

IGFS collaborations with local industry secure major backing
Major investment has been awarded to projects that bring together the local agri-food
industry and IGFS researchers. Flagship research projects have been awarded close to
£2 million through Agri-Food Quest.

A further 11 IGFS projects have been awarded almost €1 million through EIT Food,
the ‘knowledge innovation community’ (KIC) of 50 research organisations, industrial
partners and government bodies across Europe. All of the projects had to compete with
other, high-level bids to win the funding, so many congratulations to all involved.

The flagship projects, which will avail of the £2 million over the next three years include:
1. Food Fortress: This research project was initiated in the wake of the Dioxin crisis in
animal feed (2009). In the next stage of the project, the diagnostic model to detect
and prevent contamination will be extended to the NI dairy system, and NI-produced
poultry and pork. The project will continue to be led by Professor Chris Elliott and
will include 10 industry partners, including Finnebrogue, Lakeland, LacPatrick Dairies,
Glanbia Cheese, Dale Farm and JMW Farms

2. Food Futures: This project, led by Professor Nigel Scollan, Director of IGFS, aims to put sustainability at the heart of the NI agrifood sector, by developing a series of metrics and industry tools with which to measure sustainability. 30 ‘amabassador farms’ will take
part in the scheme, as well as 11 industry partners including AgriSearch, Dale Farm, Lakeland, Linden Foods and Hewitt Meats

A further 11 projects, which are near-market-ready will receive near €1 million from EIT Food to bring them to completion over the
next year and include projects in education, communication and innovation. Examples include new systems to improve the safety and
traceability for the beef supply chain, fish and rice production. The business partners on the EIT projects include major, international
players such as Pepsico, Waitrose, ABP Food group and Cambridge University.

Media and communications updates from the Institute
As many of you will know, IGFS has a new Comms & Engagement Officer, Ms Una Bradley, who has been busy trying to promote
the work of the Institute. Below is a sample of recent media she has worked on. Click on the links to read/listen again;

• Lord Curry lecture at Riddel Hall:
Farming Life, 04 November 2017

• NI China Summit (including visit to IGFS & QUB):

Inside Business (Prof Chris Elliott on panel of experts), BBC Radio Ulster, 03 December 2017 | #NIChinaSummit2017 was
Trending on Twitter, 02 December 2017 | Farming Life (Platform Piece), 25 November 2017

• ‘Meet The Agri-Frood Employers’, Riddel Hall:

Staff Round Up, 04 December 2017 | The Irish News, 05 December 2017 | Farming Life, 07 December 17

• Dr Marie Cantwell’s research into nitrates in meat:

The Sun on Sunday, 03 December 2017 | The Daily Mirror, 03 December 2017 | Mail Online, 03 December 2017

• Dr Paul Williams Award:

Staff Gateway, 07 December 2017
IGFS Website: The news section of the website has been fully updated and will be refreshed regularly, so check in often!
@QUBIGFS: If you are a member of staff or a student at IGFS and use Twitter, please ‘Follow’ @QUBIGFS and send your Twitter
handle to u.bradley@qub.ac.uk so IGFS can follow you! It’s a great tool for communicating internally and engagement rates on the
IGFS account are increasing month on month, so we want as many people to be ‘in the loop’ as possible!
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Staff and Student News
Recent QUB graduate Emma-Lee
Johnston has secured a prestigious
position with the internationally renowned
Fortnum & Mason. Emma-Lee graduated
with a First Class Honours degree in Food
Quality, Safety and Nutrition last July and
since then she has been very busy in what
she describes as her dream job.
“I began working as a Food Technologist
with Fortnum & Mason in Piccadilly,
London in October 2017. In this role, I
manage Fortnum’s entire supply base, both
food and non-food suppliers. I monitor and
manage our suppliers’ compliance to our
production and CSR guidelines. This was
a direct entry role, which I felt confident
taking on as a result of my degree. Every
day I use information and knowledge
gained from my studies. I really enjoy
seeing theory put into practice and using
skills developed during my time at Queen’s
to manage real life, food related problems”.

Her final year project on “Problems
in Determining the Authenticity and
Potability of Samples of Coconut Water”,
supervised by Professor Thorburn Burns
and Dr Michael Walker of LGC; is being
prepared for publication.

Dr Neil Reid, Lecturer in Conservation
Biology, has been awarded €178,000
by the National Parks & Wildlife Service
(NPWS) to develop new methods for
surveying mammal population abundance,
focusing on hares, throughout the
Republic of Ireland, allowing mammalian
distributions to be analysed as a function
of farmland landscape composition and
structure. The work will also produce
national population estimates for badgers,
deer and other species directly relevant to
farming, disease transmission, agroforestry
and Government policy.

Dr Linda Stewart and Dr Irene Grant
have recently had three papers on
Mycobacterium bovis and Mycobacterium
avium subsp. paratuberculosis published.
The papers can be viewed by clicking on
the respective title;

IGFS would like to welcome the following
new staff to the Institute;
Professor Paul Brereton
Ms Una Bradley
Mr Ian Marshall
Ms Eleanor Holland
Mr Ashley Johnston
Mr Peter Millar

If you have an article, research
announcement or staff/student news
you would like to see featured in the
next IGFS Newsletter then please email
Michael Hills at m.hills@qub.ac.uk

Viable Mycobacterium avium ssp.
paratuberculosis isolated from calf milk
replacer - Journal of Dairy Science
Multi-laboratory evaluation of a novel
lateral flow immunochromatographic
assay for confirming isolation of
Mycobacterium bovis from veterinary
diagnostic specimens - Journal of Clinical
Microbiology

Mycobacterium bovis cells and its
application in combination with
immunomagnetic separation to test
badger faeces. - BMC Veterinary
Microbiology

FOLLOW US
Dr Paul Williams has been awarded a Super
Reviewer Award from Environmental
Science & Technology. The Super Reviewer
Award has been awarded since 2011 to
reviewers who consistently make major
contributions to the journal over multiple
years.
ES&T is the no1 ranked Environmental
Science publication based on H-index
scoring.

Institute for Global
Food Security

@QUBIGFS

Institute for Global Food Security
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